Some of neutron-nucleus collisions at very low energies (incident neutron energy ;S a few eV) show large P(Parity)-violation effects in helicity cross-sections, which provide ideal cases to pursue precision experiments not only on P-violation but also on CP-violation. § 1. Introduction 101 P (parity)-violation in the hadron (and nuclear) sector has not yet been fully understood (e.g., the ill =1/2 rule for weak hadronic decays is not fully demonstrated from the Standard model (SM)), in spite of the fact that success of SM in leptonic and semi-leptonic weak processes is indeed remarkable. This means that accurate P-non conservation experiments in the hadron, especially nuclear, sector are urgently needed. To this end large P-violation effects such as n+ 139 La must be investigated thoroughly. It is the aim of the present paper to present theoretical discussion thereof.
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T or CP invariance is known to be valid within a few x 10-3 (in amplitudes) in hadronic/nuclear reactions. Crucial tests on CP are pursued on EDM of the neutron, KO-Ko system by stationary target experiments, and DO_Do, Dso-Dso, BO-Bo and Bso-Bso systems by e+-e-collider experiments as well as stationary target experiments. To obtain better information on CP violation, high energy communities are trying either to construct or to plan cp-, cor and B-factories (whose cost is multi $10 8 ).
In contrast to such expensive CP-projects as B-factories, I wish to recommend far less costy, modest experimental projects: T invariance should be tested for nuclear systems, n+ 139 La, etc., where large P violation effects have been found. 1 -3 ) To this end, we need intense neutron sources which can supply very low energy and polarized neutron beams of much higher intensity than available now. The Japan Hadron Facity, for example, will be one of the very attractive projects which meets our requirement. § 
P-violation
A degree E of P-violation is of the order of 10-6 -10-7 (in amplitudes) in atomic and hadron physics. P-violation E in nuclear systems is normally small (in many cases IEI::S10- Relevant theoretical consideration 4 ) will be described below ( § 3). Such a large P violation effect has been discovered by Moscow group1) in neutron transmission and radiative neutron capture processes in some of heavy nuclei (n+ 139 La, etc.) at very low energy neutrons (:S a few eV) with definite helicities. It was later confirmed by KEK-Kyoto group2) and Los Alamos group.3) For experimental details I wish to refer to the invited talkS) (13 August, 1990) by A. Masaike at the fourth Asia P~cific Physics Conference. § 3. Theoretical framework
P-violating nuclear potentials
According to SM, P-violating nuclear potentials (in the second order in weak interactions) are given either by a W or Z exchange potential or by P-conserving nuclear potentials one of whose vertices is weakly corrected (i.e., insertion of a W or Z internal line) (see Fig. 1 ). They are sufficiently complicated and hard to handle theoretically with sufficient accuracy.
Second, the nuclear structure theory is not quite helpful to account for the highly excited state 140La* (excitation energy 5.16 MeV) formed by very low energy neutron capture by 139La, for example. Shell model computation of such an excited state will require to deal with ~ 105 (shell model) states. Some of entirely different approaches, say, a picture of highly deformed cool states, if valid here, may simplify the situation, leading to further serious theorettcal study.
Partial wave analysis
To overcome the unpleasant theoretical status mentioned in § 3.1, it would be bett~r to stick to the S-matrix formalism (partial wave analysis) to describe scattering and radiative capture processes of very low energy neutrons. This is ideally suitable for our purpose, since kR (k=wave number of the incident neutron, R &--- . 
The situation here is similar to the case of n-p scattering with tensor forces_ In (3-1),
Is, J, ±> or Ip, J, ±> is the parity ± part of the stationally scattering state-vector with the total angular momentum J which describes s (){" p wave neutron scattering by the target nucleus with spin I. The P-mixing angle C] and the CP phase L1] are introduced here. Note that J = I ± 1/2.
The 2 x 2 S-matrix in terms of basis
can be expressed as follows:
It should be noticed that the eigenphase shifts 0/ and 0/ are introduced for P-mixed states, I"s",]> and I"p",]>, respectively. Energy dependence of these eigenphase shifts is (shown to be) the same as that for P-conserving case. Therefore, if there are no resonances near En=O, one can prove the effective range expansion holds:
where a, -ib] (a, and b, are real) is the complex scattering length for the eigenchannel I"s", J> and so on. Near a resonance at Eo in I"p", J> one may use the BreitWigner form:
where rand rn are the total and neutron widths of the resonance, respectively. i.e., for CP conserving cases.
The "p" wave resonance can be reached both fromPI/2 and P3/2 incident neutron waves, so that one may introduce the notation:
where the real mixing angle r;l can in principle be computed from nuclear structure theory (ore:xperimentally determined by a '~cmnplete experiment"). r;l is also weakly energy dependent in our energy range, En::::;a few eV. So far our formulation is quite accurate (or, I tempted to say, exact), since Vpv and Vcpv are fully taken into account and not treated as small perturbation terms. We intensionally have taken this approach, since the present formalism leads to elegant expressions for helicity cross-sections (see § 3.3).
It would be instructive to mention on perturbative approach with respect to Vpv and Vcpv in our formalism. A P-mixing coefficient (sins)ei.d is first order in Vpv and Vcpv while eigenphase shifts 0/ and 0/ receive only the second (and higher) order corrections in Vpv and VcPV•
Helicity cross-sections, s-p-mixing case
We are now:able to write down the expression of helicity cross-sections in terms of various parameters introduced in § 3.2. Let us consider the reactions:
A few remarks are in order.
An average level distance D in each eigenstate is 100-150 eV for nuclei with A ~ 150 formed by very slow neutron capture. In our energy interval 0 < En < a few e V, only one resonance will appear normally among the eigenchannels, ["s", J> and ["p", J>. Let us consider the case where
I"p", 1-~) have no reson"ances, while I"p", 1 + 1/2> has one resonance in the energy interval we are interested in. Our main concern is to discuss the case where I £1 is "large", lei> 10- IS,]=1-~, +) I"S",]=1+ ~) }"
We notice again that states (a) and (b) contain no resonances while the state (c) contains one resonance at En=Eo. Also remark that non-resonant.p-scattering in
Ip,] =1 -1/2, -> is completely negligible. In this specific case, which we shall call the case of "s-p-mixing", the helicity cross-sections are given by are unpolarized total cross-sections for the eigenchannels l"s",1> and I"p",]>. It is important to realize that expressions (3·10a) and (3·10b) themselves show no sign on P or CP violation. An elegant result (3·10) is achieved by introducing eigenstates of H and the S-matrix as well as eigenphase shifts. Helicity dependence is expressed by a single combination of parameters (3·11)
In general "interference" between incident neutron partial waves:
give rise to helicity dependence in total helicity cross sections, (JR and (JL. Therefore cosr;/, the projection of the "p"-resonance onto the Pm state, appears in (3·10) (see Eq. (3· 8)).
Helicity cross sections give only the combined information (3 ·11). T -invariance test (i.e., to see whether lh=O or not) requires other experimental measurements on sinLl than (JR and (JL. This will be done, e.g., by observing angular distribution of scattered neutrons with polarized beams and polarized targets or by measuring suitable T non-invariant quantities. 
Helicity cross-sections, p-d -mixing case
Next we shall take a case where eigenchannels are given by In the pod -mixing case, the helicity cross-sections are given by (3-14)
where (Jsl±1/2 and (Ji r are given by Eqs. (3-10a) and (3-10b), respectively. We have neglected very small" d" -wave cross-section here, without loss of accuracy.
The n.I 39 La experimental data are in perfect accord with this pod-mixing case.
Helicity asymmetry AL
The helicity asymmetry AL for total cross-sections is defined by So we cannot conclude that SM is not in agreement with present experiments. We obviously need more data to see SM is in accord with large P violation in (some of) neutron capture processes by heavy nuclei. § 4. Complete experiments on neutron scattering 1 capture processes To see whether SM is good for neutron capture or not, we must have the cQmplete experiment on the processes (3·9). Here we used the term, complete experiment, to emphasize all set of experiments on neutron-scattering and capture processes utilizing polarized beams and polarized targets at all energies within the interval 0 < En < several eV. The reader should recall that 'the similar complete experirents (aiming the complete phase shift analysis) on
or N-N scatterings at (reasonably) low energy regions were performed three decades ago, and served to fix all relevant scattering parameters (such as eigenphase shifts and mixing parameter) with their smooth energy dependence. They are model independent phase shift analyses and very useful to compare with theoretical predictions.
In perfectly the same way, our processes, n-A(Z) scattering/capture, can be described at most by 3 eigenchannels and offer ideal cases for partial wave analyses. "Perfect experiments" here will give us all necessary scattering parameters such as the complex scattering length, the complex effective range, the resonance parameters (Eo, Jr, r, rn)
as well as the P-mixing angle e)r or eJ~ and the CP-phase Ll Jr .
Knowing experimentally there parameters we can immediately and unambiguously test SM as well as CP invariance. If something new, beyond SM, would be found there, that is LlJr=l=O, it would be wonderful indeed.
Therefore we urge our experimental colleagues to pursue complete experiments on n+A(Z). To this end we may need more intense low energy neutron sources. The necessary funds for these experiments would be much smaller than, e.g., a B-factory project. Therefore the complete experiments are indeed worthwhile to push in order to uncover the secret on P as well as CP violation in the nuclear sector, one of the most basic problems in the fundamental law of nature.
This article is based on my talk (16 August, 1990) given at the Fourth Asia Pacific Physics Conference, Seoul, 13-17 August 1990.
